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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the leveling process by which a business process 
ontology is formed in a distributed, multi-lingual, multi-stakeholder environment, 
with attention to realizing elicitation mechanisms that maintain registration of users’ 
terms with the common ontology. Business processes are recognized from use-case 
analysis, specified in terms of the common ontology, and realized as operations on 
the components of a “transaction”: a temporally extended, complex, distributed 
object. A primary advantage of this approach is that users see private terminologies 
while the transaction object is specified in terms of the common ontology, and 
registration between the two is automatic and continuous. Ready realization of 
multiple interfaces to stakeholders, independently constructed validation and 
verification mechanisms, distributed data, and a standard elicitation mechanism and 
process are other advantages. The language formation process was used successfully 
during the development of the Border Trade Facilitation System, an agent-oriented 
mechanism that conducts international border-crossing transactions. In this 
implementation, agents operating within a federated architecture construct, populate, 
verify, certify, and manipulate a distributed composite transaction object to effect 
transport of goods over the U.S./Mexico border. 

keywords: elicitation, ontological leveling, computer supported cooperative work 
(CSCW), international commerce 

1 Introduction 
When several individuals discuss an event, each has a privately held model of the event; we need 
some way to guarantee that these models are the same in all relevant ways. In practice we 
develop and share a common model of the event in question. This means an ontology must be (a) 
expressed and (b) exposed. Most formal documents carefully establish an ontology for use within 
the document to prevent entailment disputes stemming from inadequately shared semantics. In 
particular, elicitation within a group of diverse information sources must reference some common 
“interlingua” [l] if the elicited information is to entail common semantics. 

In business settings, formation of a common ontology must precede formal interaction. In effect, 
entities that speak different languages wish to agree to interact. A common ontology provides the 
connectivity that allows a description of the interaction to have common meaning to another. 
Normally this is done by defining the terms that need to be shared using a more basic language 
that is already shared, then insisting on the use of those shared terms as the carriers of semantic 
entailment. To specify a business process, then, is to arrange a set of semantically laden terms in 
such a way that when the entailed acts are performed, the agreed-upon outcome occurs. 

5 This work was performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is supported by the U.S. Department 
of Energy under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000 
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This mechanism is flawed because, for all its reliance on a formally defined ontology, it relies on 
a set of assumptions-the “more basic language that is already shared”-yet an agreement cannot 
be expressed without reliance on some shared language. This concept is exposed in [2] as the 
issue of correspondence versus coherence. For semantic entailment we must have not only 
correspondence with reality but dynamic registration; that is, we must remain coherent with 
reality. In this respect the business ontology has special appeal, because acts in information space 
are not merely denotive but performative: When I say that I agree to pay a certain fee for a 
certain service, the utterance itself is the agreement. It remains to record that transference has 
occurred, papers drawn up, etc., but these acts merely denote the event, which has already 
occurred as the utterance was realized. It falls to us to construct, therefore, a denotive mechanism 
so that we can express - and thereby realize- performatives in information space. 

Ontological leveling is the construction of a central ontology to support several languages. Our 
approach to ontological leveling builds the central ontology to support one language , then 
extends it as we add languages. Sharing among languages can occur as the corpus continues to 
provide translations in both into and out of the central ontology. We use denotive labels, but not 
in the sense of [3]; labels are used here to maintain the connection between the ontologically 
motivated basis and the elicitation forms used to populate it. 

We are interested in the process by which an agent elicits information from another agent when 
both wish to accomplish a common goal. In general, these agents will be conversant with a 
common ontology but may use widely divergent syntaxes to entail the semantic content of 
interest. The efficient mechanism to enable semantically laden communication in this kind of 
environment is to explicate the common ontology and level it with the relevant fractions of the 
individually languages. The formal properties of this mechanism are discussed in [l] and include 
translation, construction, verification, and reversibility . 
When an agent requests information of another (the informant), it expects to receive a response. 
We are interested in the subset of responses in which the informant is acting to assist the agent in 
satisfying some mutual goal, usually based on an agreement to do so. This occurs in the context 
of a federated system [4] acting to achieve some goal of the virtual enterprise based on either an 
existing contract [5] or a trading partner agreement [6] .  We assume, therefore, that the informant 
is acting in good faith- that it is benevolent [7] -but does not necessarily provide correct or 
complete information. 

In this circumstance, the informant responds to the request by providing information it thinks is 
correct in an attempt to satisfy the request. The agent must decide whether the information 
proffered by the informant is valid. The agent can then either request more information or go on 
to other tasks. In any case, the agent will validate the informant’s information, if only by default, 
and may elicit further information about responses it is unable to validate, perhaps ultimately 
discarding the inforhation as unreliable and failing to satisfy its goal. This explicit validation at 
elicitation time helps to prevent disputes and costly dependency-directed backtracking. 

Discussions of elicitation in the literature involve shared ontologies [ 11 and [ 101, semantically 
denotive labels [3], anthropomorphic agents [8] , and belief revision to accommodate 
heterogeneous distribution of knowledge [9]. The notion of teleologically motivated discovery 
presented in [ 1 11 is useful since some elicitation situations need partially-instantiated information 
structures -cases- to guide the elicitation process. 
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2 Ontological Leveling 
Using the notation of [ 13, suppose we have several languages La-n; an interlingua language Li; 
TRANSLaCi, a binary relation between top-level forms of La and top-level forms of Li; and 
B n a ,  a set of top level-forms in Li. Suppose further that we have <TRANSLabi, B%>, an Li- 
based semantics for La, so that we know how to translate back and forth between La and Li. 
Normally, this places a burden on the implementors to verify that all statements sLa really are 
equivalent to SLi (their translated TRANSLaCi versions) because La will have an independently 
defined semantics. This is not so difficult for the first language La, because its translation can 
drive the definition of Li, but becomes increasingly difficult as Lb, Lc, Ld, etc., are added (that is, 
as w s L b - n J , i  and E3TLb-n are defined), each with its own semantics. 

A situation can have features that will collapse the potential combinatorial explosion: First, the 
La,...,n languages will have similar semantics when they are “about” the same context. Second, 
the La,...a often are not very expressive, being driven by single-sheet paper documents having 
small vocabularies and simple grammars. Third, the areas where the La,...,n overlap can be few 
and denotationally coincident, reducing conflicts. This process of adding additional languages to 
the set that can be translated into the interlingua and back can be continued indefinitely. 

Suppose language 1 refers to a property named the “date-of-record” and language 2 refers to a 
property called “date-of-transaction.” In the ontology, we have an object named “filing-date” and 
another object named “receival-date.” We also know, axiomatically, that in order for the 
transaction to be considered complete, a record of it must first be made. To preserve the 
semantics of the translation, we can choose to translate date-of-record as filing-date and date-of- 
transaction as receival-date and mediate during elicitation to ensure that the elicited date-of- 
transaction is not earlier than the elicited date-of-record, as required by the axiom. Unfortunately, 
the axioms operate only within each language and its translated terms, not between languages, so 
formally we can’t guarantee that a relationship holds between terms in two different languages 
just because it holds between their translations. However, when an axiomatic relationship that 
holds in the interlingua is one that we wish to hold between the reverse-translated terms, we can 
force the translation to be reversible at elicitation time. In our example, we know that the date-of- 
record must be no later than the date-of-transaction precisely because we want to force that 
axiom to hold; we are not going to let an informant make the mistake of saying the transaction is 
complete before its record has been filed. In practice, we can prevent closure until filing occurs; 
formally we would also like to prevent the denotation of closure until we see the denotation of 
filing, in order to maintain registration of the internal state with the state of the world. We would 
furthermore maintain the metric information-the dates qua dates-as the denotive markers of 
the events, because dates already have a common semantics. In other words, barring formats, 
there’s a universal calendar already in use, so we need not translate actual dates. Each event 
object in a transaction, at some point during the transaction’s trajectory, will contain a date object 
that both denotes that the event has occurred and connotes the time of occurrence. 

A more difficult case is Total Value (What is the total value of items in this (shipment, invoice, 
bill of lading, production request, work breakdown, field proposal, ... 1). Leveling consists in 
growing the interlingua to be sufficiently expressive to maintain translation and reversal among 
several semantic projections, just as it does with the dates, but this is much more difficult to do. 
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For example, the axiom that defines the valuation of one monetary currency with respect to 
another is time-varying. Does the transaction object contain the value of the shipment that was 
computed at some time in the past or is it determined at the time of the request? If the former, 
must it then also contain the time of that valuation and the axiom that was used?’ Must all such 
valuation times and conversions be retained? How are we to retain commensurability among the 
set of valuations in the transaction object? Theory says that all such information must be 
preserved to maintain reversibility, placing the burden on the constructor of a functional 
interlingua for an industrial setting. As a practical matter, we preserve reversibility where 
reversal will be applied and denote irreversibility where it will not; relying on use-case analysis 
[12] to determine which case applies. 

3 The Mechanism 
Work is assigned to an agent by giving the agent a goal. The goal for elicitation is aform 
instantiation goal (FI-goal); the agent is supposed to return an object that contains the validated 
results of an elicitation process. FI-goals are members of specialized goal classes that capture the 
semantics and syntax of the information to be elicited. An FI-goal is a composite object 
initialized to contain several unknown objects (UOs)[13]. A UO is a class instantiation that has no 
content but is responsive (in a content-free manner) to class protocol. The presence of a UO 
denotes a lack of information. The UOs from the FI-goal are given to a generating mechanism 
that creates display code. The display generator knows an appropriate display object for each 
class of UO. Currently, the display page class for the FI-goal is fixed during design, along with 
an explicit display object classname for each UO, e.g., “text box” or “radio button.” This 
information is maintained in the automatically-generated initialization code for the display page 
class and is therefore fixed at compile time.’ 

Each display object contains the name of the datum for which it is the interface. The agent uses 
this name to re-connect the data retrieved from the informant to the appropriate internal variable. 
Internally, everything is connected by pointers and composition, but we release “probes” to some 
stateless browser, with which we have no contact. At some future time, a probe may return3; if it 
does, it may contain information we requested, and we must at that time re-connect it to the 
appropriate data element. However, all probes look alike, so each must contain a denotive signal 
to allow us to identify the internal object for whom the probe bears information. This identifier is 
the name of the object. 
Having retrieved the object, the elicitation agent attempts to verify the information that 
(supposedly) belongs in it, using verification information contained in the object. This level of 
verification is relative to this object only (e.g.: “X is supposed to be positive numerical,” “Y is 
supposed to be pure text,” a column of figures may be required to add up to a given total, etc.). 
When the agent fails to verify, it may continue the elicitation process by pointing out the error 
and re-requesting the information, perhaps suggesting corrections. Ultimately, an intelligent 
system could make “do-what-I-mean” corrections and present them to the informant for 
verification. We continue to examine mechanisms for robust error detection and recovery. 

When the elicitation agent has completed verification of the data, it passes the object to a 
mediation agent who attempts to reconcile it with the interlingua-based object. There, it is 
validated against inter-language constraints based on the axioms formed during leveling. This can 
’ In practice, the &iom is embodied in a conversion factor. 

A planned improvement is to deduce the display object class at display time from the UO class. 
We emphasize may: the network might go down, the user might decide not to reply, etc. 
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cause further rounds of elicitation if conflicts ares found in information from different 
informants. For example, a receiving entity unable to take delivery at a location specified by the 
sending entity and agreed to by the transport entity. A robust general mechanism should be able 
to determine who provided the conflicting information and re-elicit (using the reverse translation 
out of the interlingua) in a collaborative mode. This general corrective tactic is useful because it 
can deal with unexpected errors. 

4 The Application 
The Border Trade Facilitation System (BTFS) [ 141 is an agent-based collaborative work 
environment that assists geographically distributed commercial and government users shipping 
goods across the US-Mexico border. This is currently a complex, paper-based, error-prone 
process that often incurs expensive inspections and delays. In the BTFS, agents mediate the 
creation, validation and secure sharing of shipment information and regulatory documentation 
over the Internet, using the World-Wide Web to interface with human actors. For each 
transaction, the BTFS coordinates several business entities and their agents, two national customs 
offices, hundreds of data, and several non-communicating computer systems. 

The required regulatory documents for each leg of the trip are numerous and bilingual. North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) requirements have complicated the documentation. A 
typical package prepared by a Mexican broker includes the original invoice; the Shipper’s Export 
Declaration; a Spanish language invoice called thefucturu; an import pedimento (Mexican 
declaration document; an example form rendered in HTML is shown in [fig. 11); an English 
manifest and a Spanish munijksto describing the physical nature of the shipment for transport; a 
packing list, describing how the shipment is actually arranged on the transport; and any of several 
possible Mexican regulatory documents. NAFTA documents must be on file certifying the firm 
as a muquilu, and eachpedirnento must be registered by the owners to satisfy year-end material- 
balancing regulations. The driver and vehicle must be licensed and certified. The maquilus can 
consolidate several invoiceslfacturus under a single pedimento. Shipment into the US involves 
several additional US import documents. The documents are syntactically distinct, although there 
is significant semantic overlap. For example, the total shipment value required on many of these 
documents is not necessarily given the same name between any given pair nor will the total 
always be computed on the same basis; and there are at least two currencies involved. 

Agents perform four specific functions on behalf of their organizations: (1) agents elicit 
information from informants; (2) agents translate information into and out of the central 
interlingua, thereby eliminating the need for duplicate data entry; (3) cohorts of distributed agents 
coordinate the work flow among the various information providers and monitor overall progress 
so that regulatory requirements are met prior to arrival at the border; (4) agents provide status 
information to human actors and attempt to influence them when problems are predicted. In this 
paper we discuss functions (1) and (2) .  See [15] for a more thorough treatment of the Standard 
Agent class. 

We perceived that any electronic system that was to enable muquilu trade would require a central 
ontology as shown in fig. 2. Several informants would then be required to interact with this 
ontology to conduct a transaction. Furthermore, the information provided by the informants was 
to remain distributed for business, cultural, and political reasons. The ontological leveling 
activity consumed several hundred person-hours . 
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Iniciar un Nuevo Pedimento de Exportaci6n 
Pedimento Consolidado? 0 si 

mkilioi 1281 P- Industrial &&rei 

Cbdigo: 132138 
(I) Te7178 

27/5/97 

8 
89 

89 

Fig. 1. The Pedimento: In addition to the 57 separate data fields on this form, note that 
the section between the horizontal bold lines, containing fourteen fields, is one line 
item and can be repeated any number of times (although practical considerations limit 
this to a few hundred). 
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ENTERPRISE 
TRANSACTION 

~~~ 

ROUTE SHIPPER CONTAINER 
EXPORT PLAN RECEIVAL IMPORT PLAN 

SIGNATURE LIST 

I ROUTE PLAN I 

I ENTRYROUTE I 

I EXPORTPLAN I 
EXPORT 

DECLARATION 

I SHIPPER I 
I CARRIER 1 

I ARRIVETlMElDATE I 

I RECEIVAL I 

1 

I I IMPORTPLAN 

IMPORT HISTORY 

I BROKER I 
I SIGNATURE I 

Fig. 2. The Muquilu Enterprise Transaction Object: The ontology of the transaction is 
predicated on use case analysis. The components of the transaction are distributed and 
may be accessed independently by different agents working on behalf of different 
stakeholders. 
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However, once the maquilu ontology had been explicated and embodied in the interlingua, names 
could be assigned to links in generated software that would permit registration of information 
passing between the BTFS and the human informants through the web pages. The process of 
using the interlingua during system realization is: 

Step 1. Generate a template of the form that will be used during elicitation. Currently, any 
mechanism that generates HTML can be used. [Fig.l] is an example. 

Step 2. Objectify the HTML using an automated process attached as a utility to the BTFS. A 
fragment of such code follows; note the “payment-date” value given to the “name:” 
attribute of the “TEXTBOX’ object. This object contains the information that will appear 
in the “Fecha de Pago” textbox in [Fig. 11. 

0 

0 

0 

(01p::make-object 

:valign ‘TOP 
:components 
(list (01p::make-object 

’PARAGRAPHS t 
:components 
(list (01p::make-object 

‘TABLE-CELL t 

‘TEXT t 
:visible-aspects (list “Fecha de Pago: ‘ I )  

1 
(olp: :make-object 

‘TEXTBOXES t 
: name “payment-date’’ 
:size 12 
:old-value ”27/5/97” 
: current -value “27/5/97 ” 

: preset-value “27/5/97” 
:instructions nil 

Step 3: At elicitation time, using the code created in Step 2, instantiate the object whose 
translation into HTML will produce the display of [Fig. 11. The automatically-generated 
“payment-date” object is shown in [Fig. 31. 

Step 4. The instantiated object is given to an elicitation agent as part of a form instantiation goal. 
As part of the process of achieving that goal, the agent generates the HTML for the web 
page that recreates [fig. 11 for the informant. A fragment of such agent-generated HTML 
follows. Again note the explicit “name” attribute. 
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e 

<P><TABLE BORDER=O CELLSPACING=O CELLPADDING=O 
WIDTH=" 10 0 % I' HEIGHT=" 10 0 % 'I 

name= " date - & -pediment0 - number - table"> 
<TR> 

<TD VALIGN=top WIDTH="34%"> 
<P>Fecha de Pago: 
<INPUT TYPE="text" 

NAME= I' payment - date 
VALUE= I' 2 7 /5/ 9 7 'I 

SIZE=12> 

u s  

</TD><TD VALIGN=top COLSPAN=2 WIDTH="63%"> 
e 

0 

e 

* ,  I U ~  usr s YDUU rrc ;MCL-+.I SUYJOYYYSI CHAN... 3ORUER=O CELLSPHC ' 
JB" mw="&.tO-.- 

>>Fechn d- P 
3ME="paymj - r ~ n  itni- 

(!OC'LRP'S 9600 PPC" :MCL-4.I 3095699943 TAB... 
IoC'LRP's 9600 PPC" MCL-4.1 3095699943 TABL... 

mLInri=top 1.1 (!o("LRP's 9600 PPC":MCL-4.13095699945 PAR.. 
!o("LRP's 9600 PPC' MCL-4.1 3095699945 PA RA... 

, \I-. I,. 
a>No. PI (!o("LRP's 9600 PPC" :MCL-4.1 3095699917 TDI... 

.~IDT 

~ M E = I  Yrapper  I *<CCL : ICLHSS-WRHPPER TEXTBOAES *xZ47CEFE3 

! ai"LRP's 9600 PPC" :MCL-4 .1 9095699945 TEXTBOXES <:I J 
,)Tit class: * < S T R ~ - C L H S S  TEATEOXES) 

~ I N O L E - F R E E - F I E L D S  *r:247CF46:. 
CLEAR-INSTRUCTIONS-P : T 

DCLOS: :OID: ! i l"LRP's ,3600 PPC" :MCL-4.1 3OP5699945) 
DCLOStrTIRESTAMPt Ii IL 
0BJECT;KEV I "49978~44" 

:?,> NAME: pngmsnt-dntc" 
VISIBLE-ASPECTS : l l IL 

) UIEY-VISIBLE-STRING-P I T 
VIEW-AS-ICON-P : NIL 
UISIBLE?r T 
CURRENT-VALUE2 "2?/5,r";h" 

PRESET-VALUE; "2?&'W" 

<a 2 CHRWGED-P8 llIL 

CE 
u '? OLD-VALUE: "2?,!5fl?" nu ' 
. " COLSPAN, HIL 

SIZE: 12 
MAXLENGTH : 150 
INSTRUCTIONS: r m  

'ig. 3. The actual "payment-date" object (nested several levels down in the page 
bject) generated when the pediment0 web page is automatically generated for the 
ifopmnt. Again note the "payment-date" name. 



Human Actors are people that inhabit the agency through an interface device and interact with 
agents to accomplish tasks. Human actor objects are temporary objects that contain an interface 
address, an interface object that captures the display, data entry and control functions currently 
available to the person, and a persistent person object that holds personal data, passwords, email 
address, and an account object that provides access to past and current workspaces. A workspace 
object contains objects created and stored by the person during work sessions. 

Agents and human actors have access to resources such as databases, fax machines, telephones, 
email handlers, and other useful services. Resource objects provide concurrency control and 
access protocols for agency resources. Subclasses of the resource class implement objects 
representing data bases, fax machines, printers, email ports , ED1 ports and other commonplace 
legacy devices in the agency environment. 

Agency objects may be distributed in a network environment to create a collaborative enterprise 
structure of interconnected agencies. An electronic commerce agency (ECA) is a specialized 
subclass of an agency that implements architectural features specific to electronic commerce 
applications. An ECA has the additional attributes of transactions and organizations. The 
transactions attribute holds a collection of open and closed transaction objects. The organizations 
attribute holds a collection of public proxy objects pointing to agencies that represent trading 
partners. 

The BTFS agent society comprises several federated ECAs analogous to the interested business 
entities. Each ECA is populated by a heterogeneous collective of agents, each of which is able to 
perform a fragment of the information tasks needed to effect trans-border shipment. Business 
rules are idiosyncratic, so an operational ECA must be tailored and situated for each business. 
Constructing the ECA and the agents that make it up consists in specializing agents from a set of 
standard agent classes constructed for commerce. ECA classes are also pre-defined for the 
various. required roles: originator, receiver, transport provider, and import/export broker. 

In addition to domain and task specialists, several varieties of housekeeping agents perform 
maintenance tasks for the ECA. Security agents control access by human actors to each agency 
within the parent organization. A human actor logged into the ECA “inhabits” the agency for the 
duration of the work session. An agent handles all interactions with the human actor. Task agents 
initiate requirements to obtain information based on activated goals, monitor the appropriate 
information sites to see whether the goals have been achieved, and take corrective or contingency 
measures when failures occur. Dispatch agents allocate new transactions to the appropriate 
agents. Supervisory agents allocate work to task agents , deal with rejected goals, collate agency- 
level data, and respond to outside requests for task status information. Various agents incorporate 
reporting facilities for humans, including customs offices of both governments. 

5 Conclusions and Remarks 

The BTFS prototype demonstrates a multi-agent approach to coordinating a complex, 
knowledge-intensive shipping process. We have demonstrated the following agent behaviors: 
elicitation, mediation with a central ontology, negotiation, delegation, monitoring, and goal 
satisfaction. 
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The most challenging aspects of integrating a diverse enterprise such as border trade are: (1) 
knowledge-intensive elicitation of form information; (2) mediation and ontological leveling of 
information across multiple organizations; (3) knowledge engineering in general; and (4) secure 
distributed object computing. 

Ontological leveling proved to be a demanding but effective strategy for centralizing and making 
coherent a diffuse and permanently decentralized operation. Current research is looking at further 
automation of the realization process that produces usable applications with demonstrable formal 
properties. 
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